
 

SDR-65  
Roller Finishing Mower 

 

High Performance - Low Cost 

 

The Progressive SDR-65 is a three point hitch version of the popular TDR 
mower family utilizing the same rear deck design as the TDR-15. Not to be 
confused with other, light duty three point hitch mowers available, the SDR-65 
has 6” rollers running the full length of the deck on both the front and rear. In 
addition, the SDR-65 has the same heavy duty design and construction that 
all Progressive mowers share. 

Ideal for smaller mowing jobs where a quality cut is mandatory, the SDR-65’s 
full width rollers allow you to cut as low as ½”, while simultaneously striping and 
rolling the mowing surface.  If a new mower is in your plans to maintain your 
sports complex, park or other areas where a quality after cut appearance is 
mandatory, consider the SDR-65. 

The SDR-65 is another example of the ingenuity and quality that goes in to  
producing a durable, reliable rotary finishing mower that is easy to maintain.  
The SDR-65 is not only loaded with High Performance features at a low cost, it 
is “The Better Built Choice”. 



SDR-65 Roller Finishing Mower 
 

Features and Benefits 
 

Easy height adjustment: 
Infinite cutting height adjustment from ½” to 4”. 
Using the supplied tool the mower transitions quickly for  
multiple mowing height applications. 

 
Full length rollers: 

6” diameter, thick wall rollers are supported by  
two 1¼” ductile iron flange   bearings. 
Each roller is equipped with a cable wiper to  
eliminate grass build-up in damp mowing conditions. 

 
Heavy duty lift link: 

Rated as Category 1. 
Reinforced, heavy duty mounting points on mower 
deck for long life.  

 
Common deck design with TDR mower: 

Utilizes the high performance blades, spindles, gear 
boxes and deck design that have been proven on the 
tried and true TDR15, a 15.5 foot roller mower. 

 
 

SDR-65 Roller Finishing Mower 
Specifications 

 

Part Number:   531965 
Cutting Width:  65 inches 
Cutting Height  ½” to 4” (infinite number of settings) 
Recommended PTO HP:   25 (may need weights on front of tractor) 
Mowing Capacity:  2 mph  1.25 acres / hour 
    4 mph  2.5 acres / hour 
    6 mph  3.75 acres / hour 
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Under our policy of continuous improvement, we reserve the right to change specifications and designs without 
prior notice.  The illustrations shown do not necessarily represent the standard version of product offered by 
Progressive Turf Equipment Inc.  

(800) 668-8873        (519) 527-1080       FAX: (519) 524 2275 
www.progressiveturfequip.com  info@progressiveturfequip.com 


